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Mapping states with explicit gluonic degrees of freedom in the light sector is a challenge, and has led to
controversies in the past. In particular, the experiments have reported two different hybrid candidates with
spin-exotic signature, π1ð1400Þ and π1ð1600Þ, which couple separately to ηπ and η0π. This picture is not
compatible with recent Lattice QCD estimates for hybrid states, nor with most phenomenological models.
We consider the recent partial wave analysis of the ηð0Þπ system by the COMPASS Collaboration. We fit the
extracted intensities and phases with a coupled-channel amplitude that enforces the unitarity and analyticity
of the S matrix. We provide a robust extraction of a single exotic π1 resonant pole, with mass and width
1564 24 86 and 492 54 102 MeV, which couples to both ηð0Þπ channels. We find no evidence for
a second exotic state. We also provide the resonance parameters of the a2ð1320Þ and a02ð1700Þ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.042002
Introduction.—Explaining the structure of hadrons in
terms of quarks and gluons, the fundamental building
blocks of quantum chromodynamics (QCD), is of key
importance to our understanding of strong interactions. The
vast majority of observed mesons can be classified as qq¯
bound states, although QCD should have, in principle, a
much richer spectrum. Indeed, several experiments have
reported resonance candidates that do not fit the valence
quark model template [1,2], mainly in the heavy sector
[3–7]. These new experimental results, together with rapid
advances in lattice gauge computations, open new fronts in
studies of the fundamental aspects of QCD, such as quark
confinement and mass generation. Since gluons are the
mediators of the strong interaction, QCD dynamics cannot
be fully understood without addressing the role of gluons
in binding hadrons. The existence of states with explicit
excitations of the gluon field, commonly referred to as
hybrids, was postulated a long time ago [8–12], and has
recently been supported by lattice [13–15] and phenom-
enological QCD studies [16–19]. In particular, a state with
exotic quantum numbers JPCðIGÞ ¼ 1−þð1−Þ in the mass
range 1.7–1.9 GeV is generally expected. The experimental
determination of hybrid hadron properties—e.g., their
masses, widths, and decay patterns—provides a unique
opportunity for a systematic study of low-energy gluon
dynamics. This has motivated the COMPASS spectroscopy
program [20,21] and the 12 GeV upgrade of Jefferson Lab,
with experiments dedicated to hybrid photoproduction at
CLAS12 and GlueX [22,23].
The hunt for hybrid mesons is challenging, since the
spectrum of particles produced in high energy collisions is
dominated by nonexotic resonances. The extraction of
exotic signatures requires sophisticated partial-wave ampli-
tude analyses. In the past, inadequate model assumptions
and limited statistics resulted in debatable results. The first
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reported hybrid candidate was the π1ð1400Þ in the ηπ
final state [24–28]. Another state, the π1ð1600Þ, was later
claimed in the ρπ and η0π channels, with different reso-
nance parameters [29,30]. The COMPASS experiment
confirmed a peak in ρπ and η0π at around 1.6 GeV
[31,32] and an additional structure in ηπ, at approximately
1.4 GeV [33]. A theoretical approach based on a unitarized
Uð1Þ-extended chiral Lagrangian predicted a π1 state with
mass of about 1400 MeV decaying mostly into η0π [34].
A phenomenological unitary coupled-channel analysis of
the ηð0Þπ system from E852 data was instead not conclusive
[35]. While the π1ð1600Þ is close to the expectation for a
hybrid, the observation of two nearby 1−þ hybrids below
2 GeV is surprising. This makes the microscopic inter-
pretation of the π1ð1400Þ problematic. Moreover, in the
SUð3Þ limit, Bose symmetry prevents the decay of a hybrid
into ηπ [36]. A tetraquark interpretation of the lighter state
might be viable, and would explain why this state has
eluded predictions in constituent gluon models. However,
this interpretation would lead to the prediction of unob-
served doubly charged and doubly strange mesons [37],
and is unfavored in the diquark-antidiquark model [38,39].
Establishing whether there exists one or two exotic states
in this mass region is thus a stringent test for the available
phenomenological frameworks in the nonperturbative
regime.
In Ref. [40] we analyzed the spectrum of the ηπ D-wave
extracted from the COMPASS data. In this Letter, we
extend the mass dependent study to the exotic P wave, and
present results of the first coupled-channel analysis of the
ηð0Þπ COMPASS data. We establish that a single exotic π1 is
needed and provide a detailed analysis of its properties.
We also determine the resonance parameters of the non-
exotic a2ð1320Þ and a02ð1700Þ.
Description of the data.—We use the mass independent
analysis by COMPASS of πp → ηð0Þπp, with a 190 GeV
pion beam [33]. We focus on the P- and D-wave intensities
and their relative phase, in both channels. The published
data are integrated over the range of transferred momentum
squared −t1 ∈ ½0.1; 1 GeV2. However, given the diffrac-
tive nature of the reaction, most of the events are produced
in the forward direction, near the lower limit in −t1. The
ηð0Þπ partial-wave intensities and phase differences are
given in 40 MeV mass bins, from threshold up to
3 GeV. Intensities are normalized to the number of
observed events corrected by the detector acceptance.
The errors quoted are statistical only; systematic uncer-
tainties or correlations in the extraction of the partial waves
were found to be negligible [41]. We thus assume that all
data points are independent and normally distributed. As
seen in Figs. 4(a) and 5(a) of Ref. [33], at the η0π mass of
2.04 GeV there is a sharp falloff in the P-wave intensity,
and a sudden change by 50° in the phase difference between
the P and D wave. This behavior might be attributed to
another state. The E852 experiment claimed indeed a third
exotic π1ð2015Þ in the f1ð1285Þπ and ωππ channels
[42,43]. However, this state is too broad to explain such
an abrupt behavior and thus it is difficult to find a
compelling explanation. Unfortunately, it is not possible
to crosscheck this behavior with the ηπ relative phase due to
lack of data in the 1.8–2.0 GeV region. Moreover, fitting
these features of the P wave drives the position of the a02 to
unphysical values. For these reasons, we fit data up to
2 GeV only.
Enforcing unitarity allows us to properly implement the
interference among the various resonances and the back-
ground. In principle, one wishes to include all the kine-
matically allowed channels in a unitary analysis. Recently,
COMPASS published the complete 3π partial-wave analy-
sis [32], including the exotic 1−þ wave in the ρπ final state.
However, the extraction of the resonance pole in this
channel is hindered by the irreducible Deck process
[44], which refers to the exchange of a pion between the
final state ρ and π (cf. Fig. 8 in Ref. [32]). This generates a
peaking background in the exotic partial wave [45,46].
Since the Deck mechanism is not fully accounted for in
the COMPASS amplitude model, we do not include the 3π
data in our analysis. As discussed in Ref. [40], neglecting
additional channels does not affect the pole position, as
long as the resonance poles are far away from threshold,
which is the case studied here.
Reaction model.—At high energies, peripheral produc-
tion of πp → ηð0Þπp is dominated by Pomeron (P)
exchange. The notion of Pomeron exchange emerges from
Regge theory [47,48], and allows us to factorize the πP →
ηð0Þπ process. For fixed t1 the latter resembles an ordinary
helicity partial wave amplitude aJi ðsÞ, with i ¼ ηð0Þπ the
final channel index, J the angular momentum of the ηð0Þπ
system, and s its invariant mass squared. This amplitude, in
principle, also depends on the effective spin and helicity of
the Pomeron. However, the approximately constant hadron
cross section at high energies implies that the effective spin
of the Pomeron is near 1, which explains dominance of the
partial wave components with angular momentum projection
M ¼ 1 as seen in data [33,49,50]. Since the two are related
by parity, we drop reference to the Pomeron quantum
numbers (for more details, see Ref. [40]). As discussed
previously, we fix an effective value teff ¼ −0.1 GeV2.
We parametrize the amplitudes following the coupled-
channel N=D formalism [51],
aJi ðsÞ ¼ qJ−1pJi
X
k
nJkðsÞ½DJðsÞ−1ki; ð1Þ
where pi is the ηð0Þπ breakup momentum, and q the π beam
momentum in the ηð0Þπ rest frame. (One unit of incoming
momentum q is divided out because of the Pomeron-
nucleon vertex [40]). The nJkðsÞ’s incorporate exchange
“forces” in the production process and are smooth
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functions of s in the physical region. The DJðsÞ matrix
represents the ηð0Þπ → ηð0Þπ final state interactions, and
contains cuts on the real axis above thresholds (right-hand
cuts), which are constrained by unitarity.
For the numerator nJkðsÞ, we use an effective expansion
in Chebyshev polynomials. A customary parametrization
of the denominator is given by [52]
DJkiðsÞ ¼ ½KJðsÞ−1ki −
s
π
Z
∞
sk
ds0
ρNJkiðs0Þ
s0ðs0 − s − iϵÞ ; ð2Þ
where sk is the threshold in channel k and
ρNJkiðs0Þ ¼ δki
λJþ1=2ðs0; m2
ηð0Þ ; m
2
πÞ
ðs0 þ sLÞ2Jþ1þα
ð3Þ
is an effective description of the left-hand singularities in
the ηð0Þπ → ηð0Þπ scattering, which is controlled by the sL
parameter fixed at the hadronic scale ≃1 GeV2. Finally,
KJkiðsÞ ¼
X
R
gJ;Rk g
J;R
i
m2R − s
þ cJki þ dJkis; ð4Þ
with cJki ¼ cJik and dJki ¼ dJik, is a standard parametrization
for the K matrix. In our reference model, we consider two
K-matrix poles in the D wave, and one single K-matrix
pole in the Pwave; the numerator of each channel and wave
is described by a third-order polynomial. We set α ¼ 2 in
Eq. (3), which has been effective in describing the single-
channel case [40]. The remaining 37 parameters are fitted
to data, by performing a χ2 minimization with MINUIT [53].
As shown in Fig. 1, the result of the best fit is in good
agreement with data. In particular, a single K-matrix pole is
able to correctly describe the P-wave peaks in the two
channels, which are separated by 200 MeV. The shift of the
peak in the ηπ spectrum to lower energies originates from
the combination between final state interactions and the
production process. The uncertainties on the parameters are
estimated via the bootstrap method [54,55]: we generate a
large number of pseudo datasets and refit each one of them.
The (co)variance of the parameters provides an estimate of
their statistical uncertainties and correlations. The values
of the fitted parameters and their covariance matrix are
provided in the Supplemental Material [56]. The average
curve passes the Gaussian test in Ref. [57].
Once the parameters are determined, the amplitudes
can be analytically continued to complex values of s.
The DJðsÞ matrix in Eq. (2) can be continued underneath
the unitarity cut into the closest unphysical Riemann sheet.
A pole sP in the amplitude appears when the determinant
of DJðsPÞ vanishes. Poles close to the real axis influence
the physical region and can be identified as resonances,
whereas further singularities are likely to be artifacts of the
specific model with no direct physical interpretation. For
any practical parametrization, especially in a coupled-
channel problem, it is not possible to specify a priori
the number of poles. Appearance of spurious poles far from
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FIG. 1. Fits to the ηπ (upper line) and η0π (lower line) data from COMPASS [33]. The intensities of the P (left), D wave (center),
and their relative phase (right) are shown. The inset zooms into the region of the a02ð1700Þ. The solid line and green band show the
result of the fit and the 2σ confidence level provided by the bootstrap analysis, respectively. The initialization of the fit is chosen by
randomly generating Oð105Þ different sets of values for the parameters. The best fit has χ2=dof ¼ 162=122 ¼ 1.3. The errors shown
are statistical only.
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the physical region is thus unavoidable. It is, however,
possible to isolate the physical poles by testing their
stability against different parametrizations and data resam-
pling. We select the resonance poles in the m ∈ ½1; 2 and
Γ ∈ ½0; 1 GeV region, where customarilym ¼ Re ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃsPp and
Γ ¼ −2Im ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃsPp . We find two poles in theDwave, identified
as the a2ð1320Þ and a02ð1700Þ, and a single pole in the P
wave, which we call π1. The pole positions are shown in
Fig. 2, and the resonance parameters in Table I. To estimate
the statistical significance of the π1 pole, we perform fits
using a pure background model for the P wave, i.e., setting
gP;1
ηð0Þπ ¼ 0 in Eq. (4). The best solution having no poles in
our reference region has a χ2 almost 50 times larger, which
rejects the possibility for the P-wave peaks to be generated
by nonresonant production. We also considered solutions
having two isolated P-wave poles in the reference region,
which would correspond to the scenario discussed in the
PDG [58]. The χ2 for this case is equivalent to the single
pole solution. One of the poles is compatible with the
previous determination, while the second is unstable; i.e., it
can appear in a large region of the s plane depending on the
initial values of the fit parameters. Moreover, the behavior
of the ηπ phase required by the fit is rather peculiar. A 180°
jump (due to a zero in the amplitude) appears above
1.8 GeV, where no data exist. We conclude there is no
evidence for a second pole.
Systematic uncertainties.—Unlike the COMPASS mass
independent fit, the pole extraction carries systematic
uncertainties associated with the reaction model. To assess
these, we vary the parameters and functional forms which
were kept fixed in the previous fits. We can separate these
in two categories: (i) variations of the numerator function
nJkðsÞ in Eq. (1), which is expected to be smooth in the
region of the data, and (ii) variations of the function ρNðs0Þ,
which determines the imaginary part of the denominator in
Eq. (2). As for the latter, we investigate whether the specific
form we chose biases the determination of the poles. Upon
variation of the parameters and of the functional forms, the
shape of the dispersive integral in Eq. (2) is altered, but the
fit quality is unaffected. The pole positions change roughly
within 2σ, as one can see in Fig. 2. As for the numerator
nJkðsÞ, we varied the effective value of teff and the order
of the polynomial expansion. Given the flexibility of the
numerator parametrization, these variations effectively
absorb the model dependence related to the production
mechanism. None of these cause important changes in
pole locations. Our final estimate for the uncertainties is
reported in Table I, while the detailed summary is given in
the Supplemental Material [56].
Conclusions.—We performed the first coupled-channel
analysis of the P andD waves in the ηð0Þπ system measured
at COMPASS [33]. We used an amplitude parametrization
constrained by unitarity and analyticity. We find two poles
in the D wave, which we identify as the a2ð1320Þ and the
a02ð1700Þ, with resonance parameters consistent with the
single-channel analysis [40]. In the P wave, we find a
single exotic π1 in the region constrained by data.
This determination is compatible with the existence of a
single isovector hybrid meson with quantum numbers
JPC ¼ 1−þ, as suggested by lattice QCD [13–15]. Its mass
and width are determined to be 1564 24 86 and
492 54 102 MeV, respectively. The statistical uncer-
tainties are estimated via the bootstrap technique, while the
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FIG. 2. Positions of the poles identified as the a2ð1320Þ, π1, and a02ð1700Þ. The inset shows the position of the a2ð1320Þ. The green
and yellow ellipses show the 1σ and 2σ confidence levels, respectively. The gray ellipses in the background show, within 2σ, variation of
the pole position upon changing the functional form and the parameters of the model, as discussed in the text.
TABLE I. Resonance parameters. The first error is statistical,
the second systematic.
Poles Mass (MeV) Width (MeV)
a2ð1320Þ 1306.0 0.8 1.3 114.4 1.6 0.0
a02ð1700Þ 1722 15 67 247 17 63
π1 1564 24 86 492 54 102
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systematics due to model dependence are assessed by
varying parameters and functional forms that are not directly
constrained by unitarity. We find no evidence for a second
pole that could be identified with another π1 resonance.
Solutions with two poles are possible, but do not improve the
fit quality and, when present, the position of the second pole
is unstable against different starting values of the fit. It is
worth noting that the two-pole solutions have a peculiar
behavior of the ηπ phase in the ≳2 GeV mass region, where
no data exist. New data from GlueX and CLAS12 experi-
ments at Jefferson Lab in this and higher mass region will be
valuable to test this behavior.
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